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Gamewell‐FCI FAAST Detection System
The Earliest and Most Accurate Smoke Detection Available
To keep your mission critical facility running 24/7, you need to be alerted to the
faintest traces of smoke ‐ the first indication of system trouble.
Gamewell‐FCI FAAST's dual vision sensing technology
system uses an infrared laser and a blue LED technology
to detect extremely low concentrations of smoke, while
maintaining a high level of immunity to non‐smoke
particulate. This enables a Very Early Warning type
smoke detection.
With FAAST, there is NO DOWNTIME. Every second
lost, every transaction missed, every bit of data
destroyed can mean huge financial losses.
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Check out this recent testimonial...

Hillbrook Juvenile Detention Center
Founded in 1974, Hillbrook Juvenile Detention Center is a division of the
Onondaga County Department of Probation. It is a secure facility located on
Onondaga Hill in Syracuse, NY. Hillbrook provides mandated secure services for
youth ages 10 to 16.
Recently, Syracuse Time & Alarm Co., Inc. replaced the fire alarm system at the
facility using the Gamewell‐FCI FAAST Aspiration Smoke Detection System.
"We are very pleased with the Gamewell‐FCI FAAST Detection System(s)
installation and operation provided by Syracuse Time & Alarm Co. The existing
system used for early warning fire detection in the cell areas had become very
erratic in operation and expensive to maintain and operate." stated Kenneth
Motyka, Facility Superintendant. "Your technician, Gareth Riggin, was
professional, courteous and conscientious. The installation looks great and
performs as we desire, detecting very low smoke levels (cigarette) in the cells
and will call the main guard desk only. Separately, it will report a fire alarm
condition when smoke levels reach more typical fire alarm alert levels. Thanks
for a wonderful job!"

CONTACT US

Contact Syracuse Time & Alarm Co., Inc.
and see how we can help YOU!

800.762.2667
Syracuse Division
315.433.1234
Southern Tier Division
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